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Interferometers capture a basic mystery of quantum mechanics: a single particle can exhibit wave
behavior, yet that wave behavior disappears when one tries to determine the particle’s path inside
the interferometer. This idea has been formulated quantitively as an inequality, e.g., by Englert
and Jaeger, Shimony, and Vaidman, which upper bounds the sum of the interference visibility and
the path distinguishability. Such wave-particle duality relations (WPDRs) are often thought to
be conceptually inequivalent to Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, although this has been debated.
Here we show that WPDRs correspond precisely to a modern formulation of the uncertainty principle
in terms of entropies, namely the min- and max-entropies. This observation uniﬁes two fundamental
concepts in quantum mechanics. Furthermore, it leads to a robust framework for deriving novel
WPDRs by applying entropic uncertainty relations to interferometric models. As an illustration,
we derive a novel relation that captures the coherence in a quantum beam splitter.
INTRODUCTION

When Feynman discussed the two-path interferometer in his famous lectures [1], he noted that quantum
systems (quantons) display the behavior of both waves
and particles and that there is a sort of competition between seeing the wave behavior versus the particle behavior. That is, when the observer tries harder to ﬁgure out
which path of the interferometer the quanton takes, the
wave-like interference becomes less visible. This tradeoﬀ
is commonly called wave-particle duality (WPD). Feynman further noted that this is “a phenomenon which is
impossible ... to explain in any classical way, and which
has in it the heart of quantum mechanics. In reality, it
contains the only mystery [of quantum mechanics].”
Many quantitative statements of this idea, so-called
wave-particle duality relations (WPDRs), have been formulated [2–13]. Such relations typically consider the
Mach-Zehnder interferometer for single photons, see
Fig. 1. For example, a well-known formulation proven
independently by Englert [2] and Jaeger et al. [3] quantiﬁes the wave behavior by fringe visibility V, and particle
behavior by the distinguishability of the photon’s path,
D. (See below for precise deﬁnitions; the idea is that
“waves” have a deﬁnite phase, while “particles” have a
deﬁnite location, hence V and D respectively quantify
how deﬁnite the phase and location are inside the interferometer.) They found the tradeoﬀ:
D2 + V 2 6 1

(1)

which implies V = 0 when D = 1 (full particle behavior
means no wave behavior) and vice-versa, and also treats
the intermediate case of partial distinguishability.
It has been debated, particularly around the mid1990’s [14–16], whether the WPD principle, closely related to Bohr’s complementarity principle [17], is equivalent to another fundamental quantum idea with no classical analog: Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle [18]. The
latter states that there are certain pairs of observables,
such as position and momentum or two orthogonal components of spin angular momentum, that cannot simultaneously be known or jointly measured. Likewise there

are many quantitative statements of this idea, known as
uncertainty relations (URs) (see, e.g., [19–29]), and modern formulations typically use entropy instead of standard deviation as the uncertainty measure, so-called entropic uncertainty relations (EURs) [24]. This is because
the standard deviation formulation suﬀers from trivial
bounds when applied to ﬁnite-dimensional systems [21],
whereas the entropic formulation not only ﬁxes this weakness but also implies the standard deviation relation [22]
and has relevance to information-processing tasks.
At present the debate regarding wave-particle duality and uncertainty remains unresolved, to our knowledge. Yet Feynman’s quote seems to suggest a belief
that quantum mechanics has but one mystery and not
two separate ones. In this article we conﬁrm this belief
by showing a quantitative connection between URs and
WPDRs, demonstrating that URs and WPDRs capture
the same underlying physics; see also [30, 31] for some
partial progress along these lines. This may come as a
surprise, since Englert [2] originally argued that (1) “does
not make use of Heisenberg’s uncertainty relation in any
form”. To be fair, the uncertainty relation that we show
is equivalent to (1) was not known at the time of Englert’s paper, and was only recently discovered [25–29].
Speciﬁcally, we will consider EURs, where the particular
entropies that are relevant to (1) are the so-called minand max-entropies used in cryptography [32].
In what follows we provide a general framework for
deriving and discussing WPDRs - a framework that is
ultimately based on the entropic uncertainty principle.
We illustrate our framework by showing that several different WPDRs from the literature are in fact particular examples of EURs. Making this connection not only
uniﬁes two fundamental concepts in quantum mechanics,
but also implies that novel WPDRs can be derived simply by applying already-proven EURs. Indeed we use our
framework to derive a novel WPDR for an exotic scenario
involving a “quantum beam splitter” [33–36], where testing our WPDR would allow the experimenter to verify
the beam splitter’s quantum coherence (see (17)).
We emphasize that the framework provided by EURs
is highly robust, and entropies have well-characterized
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FIG. 1: Mach-Zehnder interferometer for single photons.
Passing through the ﬁrst beam splitter creates a superposition of which-path states, |0i and |1i, at time t1 , then the
system interacts with an environment E = E1 E2 . Finally at
time t2 a phase shift φ is applied to the lower arm and the
two beams are recombined on a second beam splitter. (While
this is the typical setup, our framework also allows E to play
a more general role, e.g., being correlated to the photon before it enters the MZI.) Our complementary guessing game
proceeds as follows. In one game (colored red) Alice tries to
guess which of the two paths the photon took given that she
has access to a portion of E denoted E1 , which could be, e.g.,
a gas of atoms whose internal states record information about
the presence of a photon. In the other game (colored blue),
one of two phases, φ = φ0 or φ = φ0 + π, is randomly applied
to the lower interferometer arm and Alice tries to guess φ
given that she has access to a diﬀerent portion of E denoted
E2 , which could be, e.g., the photon’s polarisation. We argue
that WPDRs impose fundamental trade-oﬀs on Alice’s ability
to win these two games.

statistical meanings. Note that current approaches to
deriving WPDRs often involve brute force calculation of
the quantities one aims to bound; there is no general,
elegant method currently in use. Our approach simply
involves judicial application of the relevant uncertainty
relation. What’s more, we emphasize that uncertainty
relations can be applied to interferometers in two diﬀerent ways. One involves preparation uncertainty, which
says that a quantum state cannot be prepared having
low uncertainty for two complementary observables, and
it turns out this is the principle relevant to the original
presentation of (1) in [2]. The other involves measurement uncertainty, which says that two complementary
observables cannot be jointly measured [7, 31], and we
discuss why this principle is actually what was tested in
some recent interferometry experiments [34, 37].

RESULTS
Framework

Guessing games.—We argue that a natural and powerful way to think of wave-particle duality is in terms of
guessing games, and one’s ability to win such games is
quantiﬁed by entropic quantities. Speciﬁcally we consider

complementary guessing games, where Alice is asked to
guess one of two complementary observables - a modern
paradigm for discussing the uncertainty principle. In the
Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI), see Fig. 1, this corresponds to either guessing which path the photon took,
or which phase was applied inside the interferometer.
The which-path and which-phase observables are complementary and hence the uncertainty principle gives a
fundamental restriction stating that Alice cannot be able
to guess both observables.
Binary interferometers.—Our framework treats this
complementary guessing game for binary interferometers. By binary, we mean any interferometer where there
are only two interfering paths, i.e., all other paths are
classically distinguishable (from each other and from the
two interfering paths). In addition to the MZI, this includes as special cases, e.g., the Franson interferometer
[38] (see Fig. 2) and the double slit interferometer (see
Fig. 3). Note that binary interferometers go beyond interferometers with two physical paths. For example, in
the Franson interferometer there are four possible paths
but post-selecting on coincidence counts discards two of
these paths, which are irrelevant to the interference anyway.
Particle observable.—Now we link wave and particle
behavior to knowledge of complementary observables. In
the case of particle behavior, the intuition is that particles have a well-deﬁned spatial location, hence “particleness” should be connected to knowledge of the path inside
interferometer. For binary interferometers, there may be
more than two physical paths but only two of these are
interfering. Hence we only consider the two-dimensional
subspace associated with the two which-path states of interest, denoted |0i and |1i. This subspace can be thought
of as an eﬀective qubit, denoted Q, and the standard basis of this qubit:
which-path: Z = {|0i, |1i}

(2)

corresponds precisely to the which-path observable. For
example, in the double slit (Fig. 3), |0i and |1i are the
pure states that one would obtain at the slit exit from
blocking the bottom and top slits respectively.
Wave observable.—Wave behavior is traditionally associated with having a large amplitude of intensity oscillations at the interferometer output. Indeed this has been
quantiﬁed by the so-called fringe visibility, see (7), but
to apply the uncertainty principle we need to relate wave
behavior to an observable inside the interferometer. Classical waves (e.g., water waves) are often modelled as having a well-defined phase and being spatially delocalized.
The analog in our context corresponds to the quanton
being in a equally-weighted superposition of which-path
states. Hence eigenstates of the “wave observable” should
live in the XY plane of the Bloch sphere, so we consider
observables on qubit Q (the interfering subspace) of the
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FIG. 2: In the Franson interferometer, the “quanton” consists
of two photons. That is, a source produces time-energy entangled photons that each head separately towards a MZI that
contains a long arm (depicted with extra loops) and a short
arm. A simple model considers the four-dimensional Hilbert
space associated with the four possible paths: |SSi, |SLi,
|LSi, and |LLi with S = short path, L = long path. Two of
these dimensions are post-selected away by considering only
coincidence counts, i.e., the photons arriving at the same time
is inconsistent with the |SLi and |LSi paths. The remaining
paths, |0i := |SSi and |1i := |LLi, are indistinguishable in
the special case of perfect visibility and they produce interference fringes as one varies φ := φA + φB . Namely, the
intensity of coincidence counts at detector pair (D0A , D0B ) oscillates with φ. Interaction with an environment system, or
making the beam splitters asymmetric, may allow one to partially distinguish between |SSi and |LLi, and our entropic
uncertainty framework can be applied to derive a tradeoﬀ,
e.g., of the form of (1). This tradeoﬀ captures the idea that
Alice can either guess which path (|SSi vs. |LLi) or which
phase (φ = φ0 vs. φ = φ0 + π), but she cannot do both (even
if she extracts information from other systems E1 and E2 ).

form

1
|w± i = √ (|0i ± eiφ0 |1i).
2
(3)
In terms of the guessing game, guessing the value of the
wave (or which-phase) observable corresponds to guessing whether a phase of φ = φ0 or φ = φ0 + π was applied
inside the interferometer (see, e.g., Fig 1). While φ0 is a
generic phase, its precise value will be singled out by the
particular experimental setup. When the experimenter
measures fringe visibility this corresponds to varying φ0
to ﬁnd the largest intensity contrast, and mathematically
we model this by minimizing the uncertainty within the
XY plane, see (4b).
which-phase: W = {|w± i},

lack of particle behavior: Hmin (Z|E1 )
lack of wave behavior: min Hmax (W |E2 )

(4a)
(4b)

where Hmin and Hmax are the min- and max-entropies,
deﬁned below in (6), which are commonly used in quantum information theory, Z is the which-path observable
in (2), W is the which-phase observable in (3) (whose
uncertainty we optimize over the XY plane of the Bloch
sphere), and E1 and E2 are some other quantum systems that contain information and measuring these systems may help to reveal the behavior (e.g., E1 could be a
which-path detector and E2 could be the quanton’s internal degree of freedom). Note that we use the same symbols (Z, W , etc.) for the observables as for the random
variables they give rise to. Full behavior (no behavior) of
some kind corresponds to the associated entropy in (4)
being zero (one). We formulate our general WPDR as
Hmin (Z|E1 ) + min Hmax (W |E2 ) > 1.
W ∈XY

(5)

This states that, for a binary interferometer, the sum
of the ignorances about the particle and wave behaviors
is lower bounded by 1 (i.e., 1 bit). Eq. (5) constrains
Alice’s ability to win the complementary guessing game
described above. If measuring E1 allows her to guess
the quanton’s path, i.e., the min-entropy in (4a) is small,
then even if she measures E2 she still will not be able to
guess the quanton’s phase, i.e., the max-entropy in (4b)
will be large (and vice-versa).
To be clear, (5) is explicitly an entropic uncertainty
relation, and it has been exploited to prove the security
of quantum cryptography [39]. The usefulness of (5) for
cryptography is due to the clear operational meanings of
the min- and max-entropies [32], which naturally express
the monogamy of correlations as they give the distances
to being uncorrelated (Hmax ) and being perfectly correlated (Hmin ). One can replace these entropies with
the von Neumann entropy in (5) and the relation still
holds; however, the min- and max-entropies give more
reﬁned statements about information processing since
they are also applicable to ﬁnite numbers of experiments.
From [32], the precise deﬁnitions of these entropies, for a
generic classical-quantum state ρXB , are
Hmin (X|B) = − log pguess (X|B),
Hmax (X|B) = log psecr (X|B),

(6a)
(6b)

where all logarithms are base 2 in this article. Here,
pguess (X|B) denotes the probability for the experimenter
to guess X correctly with the optimal strategy, i.e., with
the optimally helpful measurement on system B. Also,
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FIG. 3: For the double slit interferometer, the ﬁrst game (colored red) involves Alice guessing which slit the quanton goes
through, given that she can measure a system E1 that has interacted with, and hence may contain information about, the
quanton. In the second game (colored blue), Bob randomly
chooses the source’s vertical coordinate, and Alice tries to
guess where the source was located, given some other system
E2 and given where the quanton was ﬁnally detected. Note
that the source’s location determines the relative phase between the which-slit states, |0i and |1i, and we assume Bob
chooses one of two possible locations such that the relative
phase is either 0 or π. Here, the state |0i (|1i) is deﬁned
as the pure state at the slit exit that one would obtain from
blocking the bottom (top) slit. Our framework provides a
WPDR that constrains Alice’s ability to win these complementary games. Furthermore, one can reinterpret the probability to win the second game, for the case where E2 is trivial,
in terms of the traditional fringe visibility. The latter quantiﬁes the amplitude of intensity oscillations as one varies the
detector location y. Note that varying y changes the relative
path lengths from the slits to the detector and hence is analogous to applying a relative phase φ between the two paths.
[This assumes that the envelope function (dashed curve) associated with the interference pattern is ﬂat over the range of
y values considered, which is often the case when L is very
large.] So the double slit fringe visibility is equivalent to the
notion captured by V in (7), where the detector is spatially
ﬁxed but a phase is varied, and we relate V to our entropic
measure of wave behavior in the Methods section.

psecr (X|B) = maxσB F (ρXB , 11 ⊗ σB )2 quantiﬁes the secrecy of X from B, as measured by the ﬁdelity F of ρXB
to a state that is completely uncorrelated.
The fact that (5) can be thought of as a WPDR, and
furthermore that it encompasses the majority of WPDRs
found in the literature for binary interferometers, is our
main result.

DISCUSSION

To illustrate this, we consider the celebrated MZI,
shown in Fig. 1, since most literature WPDRs have been
formulated for this interferometer. In the simplest case
one sends in a single photon towards a 50/50 (i.e., symmetric) beam splitter, BS1 , which results in the state

D0
0
pD
max − pmin
,
D0
0
pD
max + pmin

(7)

where pD0 is the probability for the photon to be detected
D0
0
at D0 , pD
maximizes this probability over
max := maxφ p
D0
φ, whereas pmin := minφ pD0 . In this trivial example one
has V = 1. However many more complicated situations,
for which the analysis is more interesting, have been considered in the extensive literature; we now illustrate how
these situations fall under the umbrella of our framework
with some examples.
P-V relation.—As a warm-up, we begin with the simplest known WPDR, the predictability-visibility tradeoﬀ. Predictability P quantiﬁes the prior knowledge,
given the experimental setup, about which path the photon will take inside the interferometer. More precisely,
P := 2pguess (Z) − 1 where pguess (Z) is the probability
of correctly guessing Z. Non-trivial predictability is typically obtained by choosing BS1 to be asymmetric. In
such situations, the following bound holds [4, 5]:
P 2 + V 2 6 1.

(8)

This particularly simple example is a special case of
Robertson’s uncertainty relation involving standard deviations [30, 31, 40, 41]. However, [41] argues that (8) is
inequivalent to a family of EURs where the same (Rényi)
entropy is used for both uncertainty terms, hence one
gets the impression that entropic uncertainty is diﬀerent from wave-particle duality. On the other hand, [41]
did not consider the EUR involving the min- and maxentropies. For some probability distribution P = {pj },
the unconditional min- and max-entropies are given
P √ by
Hmin (P ) = − log maxj pj and Hmax (P ) = 2 log j pj .
We ﬁnd that (8) is equivalent to
Hmin (Z) + min Hmax (W ) > 1,
W ∈XY

(9)

which is an EUR proved in the seminal paper by Maassen
and Uﬃnk [23], and corresponds to E1 and E2 in (5) being trivial. The entropies in (9) are evaluated for the state
at any time while the photon is inside the interferometer.
It is straightforward to see that Hmin (Z) = − log 1+P
2
and in the Methods we prove that
p
min Hmax (W ) = log(1 + 1 − V 2 ).
(10)
W ∈XY

Plugging these relations into (9) gives (8).
D-V relation.—Let us move on to a more general and
more interesting scenario where, in addition to prior
which-path knowledge, one may obtain further knowledge during the experiment due to the interaction of the
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FIG. 4: Path prediction versus path retrodiction, in the MZI.
(A) In the predictive scenario, the second beam splitter is
removed and Alice tries to guess which detector will click.
(B) In the retrodictive scenario, a blocker is randomly inserted
into one of the interferometer arms and Alice tries to guess
which arm was blocked (given the knowledge of which detector
clicked).

photon with some environment F , which may act as a
which-way detector. Most generally the interaction is
given by a completely positive trace preserving (CPTP)
map E, with the input system being Q at time t1 and
output systems being Q and F at time t2 , see Fig. 1.
(2)
(1)
The ﬁnal state is ρQF = E(ρQ ), where the superscripts
(1) and (2) indicate the states at times t1 and t2 . We do
not require E to have any special form in order to derive
our WPDR, so our treatment is general.
The path distinguishability is deﬁned by D :=
2pguess (Z|F ) − 1, where pguess (Z|F ) is the probability
for correctly guessing the photon’s path Z at time t2
given that the experimenter performs the optimally helpful measurement on F . We ﬁnd that (1) is equivalent to
Hmin (Z|F ) + min Hmax (W ) > 1,
W ∈XY

(11)
(2)

where the entropy terms are evaluated for the state ρQF ,
which corresponds to E1 = F and E2 being trivial in
(5). First, it is obvious from the operational meaning of the conditional min-entropy (6a) that we have
Hmin (Z|F ) = − log 1+D
2 , and second we use our result
(10) to rewrite (11) as (1). As emphasized in [2], we note
that (1) and its entropic form (11) do not require BS1 to
be symmetric. Hence D accounts for both the prior Z
knowledge associated with the asymmetry of BS1 as well
as the Z information gained from F .
Preparation vs. measurement uncertainty.—The above
analysis shows that (1) and (8) correspond to applying
the preparation uncertainty relation at time t2 (just be-

fore the photon reaches BS2 ). Preparation uncertainty
restricts one’s ability to predict the outcomes of future
measurements of complementary observables. Thus, to
experimentally measure P or more generally D, the experimenter removes BS2 and sees how well he/she can
guess which detector clicks, see Fig. 4A. Of course, to
then measure V, the experimenter reinserts BS2 to close
the interferometer. We emphasize that this procedure
falls into the general framework of preparation uncertainty.
On the other hand, uncertainty relations can be applied in a conceptually diﬀerent way. Instead of two complementary output measurements and a ﬁxed input state,
consider a ﬁxed output measurement and two complementary sets of input states. Namely consider the input
ensembles from (2) and (3), now labeled as Zi = {|0i, |1i}
and Wi = {|w± i}, where i stands for “input”, to indicate
the physical scenario of a sender inputting states into a
channel. Imagine this as a retrodictive guessing game,
where Bob controls the input and Alice has control over
both F and the detectors. Bob chooses one of the ensembles and ﬂips a coin to determine which state from the
ensemble he will send, and Alice’s goal is to guess Bob’s
coin ﬂip outcome. Assuming BS1 is 50/50, the two Zi
states are generated by Bob blocking the opposite arm
of the interferometer, as in Fig. 4B, while the Wi states
are generated by applying a phase (either φ0 or φ0 + π)
to the lower arm.
It may not be common knowledge that this scenario
leads to a diﬀerent class of WPDRs, therefore we illustrate the diﬀerence in Fig. 4. For clarity, we refer to D
introduced above as output distinguishability, whereas in
the present scenario we use the symbol Di and call this
quantity input distinguishability, deﬁned by
Di := 2pguess (Zi |F )D0 − 1,

(12)

where pguess (Zi |F )D0 is Alice’s probability to correctly
guess Bob’s Zi state given that she has access to F and
she knows that detector D0 clicked at the output. Likewise we deﬁne the notion of input visibility Vi via:
Vi := max [2pguess (Wi )D0 − 1]
W ∈XY

(13)

which quantiﬁes how well Alice can determine Wi given
that she knows D0 clicked.
Now the uncertainty principle says there is a tradeoﬀ:
if Alice can guess the Zi states well then she cannot guess
the Wi states well, and vice-versa. In other words, Alice’s measurement apparatus, the apparatus to the right
of the dashed line labeled t1 in Fig. 1, cannot jointly measure Bob’s Z and W observables. EURs involving von
Neumann entropy have previously been applied to the
joint measurement scenario [27, 42], we do the same for
the min- and max-entropies to obtain (see Methods for
details)
Di2 + Vi2 6 1,
which can now be applied to a variety of situations.

(14)
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remark that their experiment actually tested a relation
diﬀerent from (1), namely they tested a special case of
(16).
Similarly, [34] tested (16) rather than (1), but they al(2)
lowed ρP to be in a superposition. At ﬁrst sight this
seems to test the WPDR in the case of a quantum beam
splitter, but it turns out that neither the visibility V nor
the distinguishability Di depends on the phase coherence
(2)
in ρP and hence the data could be simulated by a classical mixture of BS2 being absent or present. Nevertheless,
our framework provides a WPDR that captures the co(2)
herence in ρP , by conditioning on the polarisation P
at the interferometer output (see Methods). For example, deﬁning the polarization-enhanced distinguishability, DiP := 2pguess (Zi |F P )D0 − 1, which corresponds to
choosing E1 = F P , we obtain the novel WPDR:
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D1,P +

UP Q
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ρP
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=
(2)
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U (R)

FIG. 5: In the quantum beam splitter (QBS) scenario, the
second beam splitter is in a superposition of “absent” and
(2)
“present”, as determined by the polarization state ρP at
time t2 . The QBS can be modelled as a controlled-unitary,
UP Q = |HihH|P ⊗ 11Q + |V ihV |P ⊗ U (R), where U (R) is the
unitary on Q associated with an asymmetric beam splitter
with reﬂection probability R. Polarization-resolving detectors (PBS = polarizing beam splitter) on the output modes
help to reveal the “quantumness” of the QBS.

Quantum BS2 .—As an interesting application of (14),
we consider the scenario proposed in [33] and implemented in [34–36], where the photon’s polarization P
acts as a control system to determine whether or not BS2
appears in the photon’s path and hence whether the interferometer is open or closed, see Fig. 5. Since P can be
(2)
prepared in an arbitrary input state ρP , such as a superposition, this eﬀectively means that BS2 is a “quantum
beam splitter”, i.e., it can be in a quantum superposition
of being absent or present. The interaction coupling P
to Q is modelled as a controlled unitary as in Fig. 5. In
this case the two visibilities are equivalent (see Methods)
p
(2)
Vi = V = 2|κ| R(1 − R)hV |ρP |V i
(15)
where we assume the dynamics are path-preserving, i.e.,
EQ (|0ih0|) = |0ih0| and EQ (|1ih1|) = |1ih1|, where EQ =
TrF ◦ E is the reduced channel on Q, which implies that
EQ (|0ih1|) = κ|0ih1|, i.e., oﬀ-diagonal elements get scaled
by a complex number κ with |κ| 6 1. In (15), V is evalu(1)
ated for any pure state input ρQ from the XY plane of
the Bloch sphere (e.g., |+i). Now we apply (14) to this
scenario and use (15) to obtain:
Di2 + V 2 6 1,

(16)

which extends a recent result in [13] to the case where F
is non-trivial. This general treatment includes the spe(2)
cial case where ρP = |V ihV |, corresponding to a closed
interferometer with an asymmetric BS2 . Ref. [37] experimentally tested this special case. However, [37] did not

(DiP )2 + V 2 6 1,

(17)

which captures the beam splitter’s coherence (see [49] for
elaboration) and could be tested with the setup in [34].
Non-trivial E2 .—The above examples use the environment solely to enhance the particle behavior. To give
a corresponding example for wave behavior, i.e., where
system E2 in (5) is non-trivial, the main result of [11] is
a WPDR for the case when the environment F is measured (after it has interacted with the quanton) and the
resulting information is used to enhance the fringe visibility. This scenario is called quantum erasure since the
goal is to erase the which-path information stored in the
environment, to recover full visibility. This falls under
our framework by taking E2 to be the classical output
of the measurement on the environment. For elaboration
see [49], where we also cast the main results of Refs. [10]
and [12] within our framework.
Conclusions.—We have uniﬁed the wave-particle duality principle and the entropic uncertainty principle, showing that WPDRs are EURs in disguise. We leave it for
future work to extend this connection to multiple interference pathways [6]. The framework presented here can
be applied universally to binary interferometers. Our
framework makes it clear how to formulate novel WPDRs by simply applying known EURs to novel interferometer models, and these new WPDRs will likely inspire
new interferometry experiments. We note that all of our
relations also hold if one replaces both min- and maxentropy with the well-known von Neumann entropy. Alternatively, one can use smooth entropies [29, 39], and
the resulting smooth WPDRs may ﬁnd application in the
security analysis of interferometric quantum key distribution [43], which often exploits the Franson setup (Fig. 2).
METHODS

We emphasize that our treatment, in what follows, will
be for a generic binary interferometer. We will ﬁrst discuss our general treatment, then we will specialize to the
predictive and retrodictive scenarios (see Fig. 4).
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Origin of general WPDR.—It is known that the minand max-entropies satisfy the uncertainty relation [29]:
Hmin (Z|E1 ) + Hmax (W |E2 ) > 1,

(18)

for any tripartite state ρAE1 E2 where A is a qubit and Z
and W are mutually unbiased bases on A. Noting that
the which-path and which-path observables in (2) and
(3) are mutually unbiased (for all φ0 in (3), i.e., for all
W in the XY plane) gives our general WPDR in (5).
Complementary guessing game.—The operational interpretation of (5) in terms of the complementary guessing game described, e.g., in Figs. 1-3 can be seen clearly
as follows. While the min-entropy is related to the guessing probability via (6a), we establish a similar relation for
the max-entropy. First we prove [49] that, for a general
P
j
where X
classical-quantum state ρXB = j |jihj| ⊗ σB
is binary,
q q


0
1
,
(19)
Hmax (X|B) = log 1 + 2 σB
σB
1
√
where the 1-norm is kM k1 = Tr M † M . Next we show
[49], for any positive semi-deﬁnite operators M and N ,
√ √
||M − N ||21 + 4|| M N ||21 6 (TrM + TrN )2 .
(20)

Combining (20) with (19), and using the well-known for0
1
mula ||σB
− σB
||1 = 2pguess (X|B) − 1, gives
q


Hmax (X|B) 6 log 1 + 1 − (2pguess (X|B) − 1)2 .
(21)
Now one can deﬁne generic measures of particle and wave
behavior directly in terms of the guessing probabilities:
Dg := 2pguess (Z|E1 ) − 1,
Vg := max [2pguess (W |E2 ) − 1]
W ∈XY

(22)
(23)

for some arbitrary quantum systems E1 and E2 , and rearrange (5) into the traditional form for WPDRs:
Dg2 + Vg2 6 1.

(24)

This operationally-motivated relation, which follows directly from (5), clearly imposes a restriction on Alice’s
ability to win the complementary guessing game, since
Dg and Vg are deﬁned in terms of the winning probabilities. Below we show that Vg becomes the fringe visibility
when E2 is discarded.
Predictive WPDRs.—We now elaborate on our framework for deriving predictive WPDRs. Let us denote the
quanton’s spatial degree of freedom as S, which includes
the previously mentioned Q as a subspace. At time t2
(see, e.g., Fig. 1) - the time just before a phase φ is applied and the interferometer is closed - S and its environ(2)
ment E are in some state ρSE , where again E = E1 E2 is
a generic bipartite system. The preparation is arbitrary,
i.e., we need not specify what happened at earlier times,
such as what the system’s state was at time t1 (prior

to the interaction between S and E). While in general
a binary interferometer may have more than two paths,
all but two of these are non-interfering (by deﬁnition),
hence we only consider the two-dimensional subspace associated with the two which-path states of interest, denoted |0i and |1i. This subspace, deﬁned by the projector
Π := |0ih0|+|1ih1|, can be thought of as an eﬀective qubit
system Q. (Note that Q = S in the MZI.) Without loss
(2)
of generality, we project the state ρSE onto this subspace
and denote the resulting (renormalized) state as
(2)

(2)

(2)

ρQE = (Π ⊗ 11)ρSE (Π ⊗ 11)/Tr(ΠρS ).

(25)

Experimentally this corresponds to post-selecting on the
interfering portion of the data. To derive predictive WP(2)
DRs, we apply (5) to the state ρQE in (25), where we
associate the subsystems E1 and E2 of E with the particle and wave terms respectively.
For example this approach gives the WPDRs discussed
in [2], Eqs. (1) and (8). To show this we must prove (10),
which relates our entropic measure of wave behavior in
(4b) to fringe visibility, and we now do this for generic
binary interferometers. We remark that one can take
(7) as a generic deﬁnition for fringe visibility, where the
label D0 is arbitrary, i.e., it corresponds to some arbitrary
detector. For generic binary interferometers, there is a
phase shift φ applied just after time t2 , as depicted in
Fig. 1. Let Uφ = |0ih0| + eiφ |1ih1| denote the unitary
associated with this phase shift, and note that we only
need to specify the action of Uφ on the Q subspace since
(2)
the state ρQE lives in this subspace.
Finally the quanton is detected somewhere, i.e., system S is measured and a detector D0 clicks. This measurement is a positive operator valued measure (POVM)
C = {C0 , C1 , ...} on the larger space, system S rather
than the subspace Q (e.g., think of the double slit case,
where the detection screen performs a position measurement on S). We associate the POVM element C0 with the
event of detector D0 clicking. To prove (10), we need to
restrict the form of C0 . We show that (10) holds so long
as C0 is unbiased with respect to the which-path basis Z
on the subspace Q. Fortunately this condition is satisﬁed
for all three types of interferometers in Figs. 1, 2, and 3.
More precisely, it is satisﬁed for the MZI provided BS2
is 50/50, for the Franson case provided both BS2 (the
second beam splitters in Fig. 2) are 50/50, and for the
double slit for some limiting choice of experimental parameters such as large L in Fig. 3. We now state a general
lemma that applies to all of these interferometers.
Lemma 1. Consider a binary interferometer where
C̃0 := ΠC0 Π denotes the projection of POVM element
C0 onto the interfering subspace (Q). Suppose C̃0 is proportional to a projector projecting onto a state from the
XY plane of the Bloch sphere of Q, i.e.,
C̃0 = q|w+ ihw+ |

(26)

for some 0 < q 6 1, where |w+ i is given by (3) for some
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arbitrary phase φ0 . Then it follows that
p
min Hmax (W ) = log(1 + 1 − V 2 ),
W ∈XY

(27)

where V is given by (7), and Hmax (W ) is evaluated for
(2)
(2)
the state ρQ = TrE (ρQE ).
Proof. In what follows it should be understood that probabilities and expectation values are evaluated for the
(2)
f is optimal in the sense
state ρQ . Suppose that W
that maxW ∈XY Pr(w+ ) = Pr(w
e+ ) where Pr(w± ) :=
(2)
hw± |ρQ |w± i. Then we have
q


2
(28)
i
min Hmax (W ) = log 1 + 1 − hσW
f
W ∈XY

where we denote Pauli operators by σW := |w+ ihw+ | −
|w− ihw− |, and hσW
e+ ) − Pr(w
e− ).
f i = Pr(w
The probability for D0 to click is
(2)

(2)

pD0 = Tr(C0 Uφ ρQ Uφ† ) = Tr(Uφ† C̃0 Uφ ρQ )

(29)

and maximising this over φ gives
0
e+ ).
pD
max = q max Pr(w+ ) = q Pr(w

W ∈XY

(30)

Now, due to the geometry of the Bloch sphere, we have
D0
D0
D0
0
0
pD
e− ). Thus, pD
max +pmin = q and pmax −pmin =
min = Pr(w
qhσW
f i. This gives V = hσW
f i, completing the proof.

Retrodictive WPDRs.—While we saw that the predictive approach allowed for any preparation but required
complementary output measurements, the opposite is
true in the retrodictive case, i.e., the form of the output
measurement is arbitrary while we require complementary preparations. The input ensembles Zi = {|0i, |1i}
and Wi = {|w+ i, |w− i} can be generated by performing
the relevant measurements on a reference qubit Q′ that
is initially entangled to the quanton S. Associating state
ensembles with measurements on a reference system is a
useful trick, e.g., for deriving (14). Thus, at time t1 (just
after the quanton enters the interferometer, see Fig. 1)
we introduce a qubit Q′ that is maximally entangled to
the interfering subspace (Q) of S, denoted by the state
√
(1)
ρQ′ S = |ΦihΦ| with |Φi = (|00i+|11i)/ 2. The dynamics
after time t1 is modelled as a quantum operation A, deﬁned in [44] as a completely positive, trace non-increasing
map, that maps S → E1 E2 . The output of A does not
contain S because the quanton is eventually detected by
a detector, at which point we no longer need a quantum
description the quanton’s spatial degree of freedom; we
only care where it was detected. The map A corresponds
to a particular detection event; for concreteness say that
detector D0 clicking is the associated event. The probability for this event is the trace of the state after the
action of A, and renormalizing gives the ﬁnal state
(1)

0
ρD
Q′ E1 E2 :=

(I ⊗ A)(ρQ′ S )
(1)

Tr[(I ⊗ A)(ρQ′ S )]

.

(31)

Our framework applies the uncertainty relation (5) to the
0
state ρD
Q′ E1 E2 to derive retrodictive WPDRs.
For example, this covers the scenario from the Discussion where A involves two sequential steps. First S interacts with an environment F inside the interferometer
between times t1 and t2 , which corresponds to a channel
E mapping S to SF . Second, the quanton is detected
at the interferometer output, say at detector D0 , modelled as a map B(·) = TrS [C0 (·)] acting on S, where C0 is
the POVM element associated with detector D0 clicking.
Hence we choose A = B ◦ E. Applying (5) to this case
while choosing E1 = F and E2 to be trivial gives
Hmin (Z|F )ρ + min Hmax (W )ρ > 1,
W ∈XY

(32)

where the subscript ρ means evaluating on the state in
(31). Note that measuring Z on system Q′ corresponds
to sending the states {|0i, |1i} with equal probability
through the interferometer, and similarly for W (with an
inconsequential complication of taking the transpose of
the W basis states). Realizing this, the ﬁrst and second
terms in (32) map onto Di and Vi respectively:
Hmin (Z|F )ρ = 1 − log(1 + Di ),
q
min Hmax (W )ρ = log(1 + 1 − Vi2 ).

W ∈XY

(33)
(34)

Hence (32) becomes (14).
It remains to show that Vi appearing in (14) can be
replaced by V for many cases of interest, such as the QBS
case. We do this in the following lemma, where the proof
is given in [49] and is similar to the proof of Lemma 1.
Lemma 2. Consider any binary interferometer with an
unbiased input, i.e., where the state at time t1 is unbiased with respect to the which-path basis (of the form
√
(1)
|ψQ i = (|0i + eiφ |1i)/ 2). Let ES = TrF ◦ E be the
channel describing the quanton’s interaction with F inside the interferometer, and let G(·) = Π(·)Π be the map
that projects onto the subspace Π. Suppose ES is pathpreserving, i.e., ES (|0ih0|) = |0ih0| and ES (|1ih1|) = |1ih1|
and furthermore suppose ES commutes with G. Then
p
min Hmax (W )ρ = log(1 + 1 − V 2 ),
(35)
W ∈XY

0
where Hmax (W ) is evaluated for the state ρD
Q′ .
QBS example.—Finally, we treat the quantum beam
splitter shown in Fig. 5. (Note that S = Q in the MZI.)
This setup involves ﬁrst a quantum channel E that describes the interaction of S with an environment F between times t1 and t2 , followed by another channel associated with the QBS that interacts S with the polarization P , followed by a post-selected detection at D0 .
Together these three steps form a quantum operation A
that maps S → F P , and hence this falls under our retrodictive framework.
To prove (17) we apply (5) to the state in (31) while
choosing E1 = F P and E2 to be trivial, giving

Hmin (Z|F P )ρ + min Hmax (W )ρ > 1.
W ∈XY

(36)
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We then use relations analogous to those in (33) and (34),
where the former relation now involves conditioning also
on the polarisation P . Finally, we note that Lemma 2
applies to the QBS case.
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INTRODUCTION

In this Supplementary Information, we elaborate on the technical details justifying our claims. Furthermore, to
emphasize the universality of our framework, we provide additional results showing that other WPDRs appearing in
the literature can be phrased within our framework.
In what follows, Sec. II proves the relation between the max-entropy and the guessing probability given in the
Methods section. In Sec. III we extend our framework to scenarios where both the preparation (at the interferometer
input) and the measurement outcome (at the interferometer output) may provide information about the quanton’s
path (inside the interferometer). Such situations are a “hybrid” of the predictive and retrodictive scenarios discussed
in the main text. This extension allows us to reinterpret a result in Ref. [10] for asymmetric beam splitters as an
entropic uncertainty relation and hence show that it falls under our framework. Subsection III C proves Lemma 2
from the main text, or in fact, proves a generalized version of this lemma that holds for these “hybrid” scenarios.
In Sec. IV we consider WPDRs involving enhanced visibilty. In particular we show that the results of Ref. [11] for
quantum erasure and Ref. [12] for polarization dynamics can both be viewed as entropic uncertainty relations, where
the visibility term is enhanced by conditioning on additional information. Finally in Sec. V we elaborate on our novel
WPDR for the quantum beam splitter, demonstrating that it captures the coherence in the QBS and discussing how
the polarization-enhanced distinguishability can be measured.

II.

RELATING MAX-ENTROPY TO GUESSING PROBABILITY

Here we relate the max-entropy to the guessing probability. The main lemma that we prove explicitly solves for the
max-entropy of a classical-quantum (cq) state where the classical register is binary, which to our knowledge is a new
result. An arbitrary cq state where the classical register is binary, which is the only case relevant to our analysis, can
be written as ρXB = |0ih0 | ⊗ σ0 + |1ih1 | ⊗ σ1 , where σ0 and σ1 are subnormalized states that satisfy Trσ0 + Trσ1 = 1.
In this case, the optimal guessing probability takes the form
pguess (X|B) := max Tr(M0 σ0 ) + Tr(M1 σ1 ),
M0 ,M1

(S37)
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where the maximization is taken over all POVMs on subsystem B, namely operators M0 , M1 > 0 such that M0 +
M1 = 11. Since this is exactly the state discrimination problem solved by Helstrom [45] we have
pguess (X|B) =

1 1
+ ||σ0 − σ1 ||1 .
2 2

(S38)

Hence the guessing probability is related to the trace distance between the conditional states.
The formula for the max-entropy was given in Eq. (6b) from the main text and was expressed in terms of the
ﬁdelity, which is deﬁned as
√ √
M N 1,
(S39)
F (M, N ) :=
for two positive semi-deﬁnite operators M and N . In our case of a cq state with a binary register, the formula given
in Eq. (6b) simpliﬁes to [32]

Hmax (X|B) = 2 log max F (σ0 , ρ) + F (σ1 , ρ) ,
(S40)
ρ

where the maximization is taken over all normalized states on B. The following lemma derives the optimal value of
this optimization problem.
Lemma S3. Let M, N > 0 be positive semi-deﬁnite operators and let S be the set of positive semi-deﬁnite operators
with unit trace. Then
 p
(S41)
max F (M, ρ) + F (N, ρ) = TrM + TrN + 2F (M, N ).
ρ∈S

Proof. First, we show that the right-hand side constitutes a valid upper bound and then we give an explicit choice of
ρ that achieves it.
√
√
√
For arbitrary unitaries U0 and U1 let X † = U0 M + U1 N and Y = ρ. The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
|Tr(X † Y )|2 6 Tr(X † X) · Tr(Y † Y ), implies that

√ √ 
√
Tr U0 M + U1 N ρ

2

6 Tr(X † X) · Trρ = Tr(X † X).

(S42)

√ √
√ √
X † X = U0 M U0† + U1 N U1† + U0 M N U1† + U1 N M U0†

(S43)

Since

we have
√ √
√ √

Tr(X † X) = TrM + TrN + Tr U0 M N U1† + U1 N M U0†
√ √
√ √
6 TrM + TrN + U0 M N U1† + U1 N M U0† 1
√ √
6 TrM + TrN + 2 M N 1 = TrM + TrN + 2F (M, N ),

(S44)
(S45)
(S46)

where we have used the fact that for Hermitian matrices Tr T 6 ||T ||1 followed by the triangle inequality for the
1-norm. Note that this bound is valid for all unitaries U0 and U1 .
Let L be a linear operator and let L = U0 SU1 be its singular value decomposition. Clearly, ||L||1 = Tr(V L) for
V = U1† U0† . √
Therefore,
for every
√
√ pair
√ of positive semi-deﬁnite operators A and B there exists a unitary V such that
F (A, B) = || A B||1 = Tr(V A B). Let us choose unitaries V0 and V1 such that
√ √ 
√ √ 
(S47)
F (M, ρ) = Tr V0 M ρ and F (N, ρ) = Tr V1 N ρ .
Adding these two terms together gives

 √
√ √ 
√ √ 
√ √ 
F (M, ρ) + F (N, ρ) = Tr V0 M ρ + Tr V1 N ρ = Tr V0 M + V1 N ρ .

(S48)

Since for this particular choice of unitaries the quantity on the right-hand side is real and positive we can apply (S42)
to obtain
 √
p
√ √ 
F (M, ρ) + F (N, ρ) = Tr V0 M + V1 N ρ 6 TrM + TrN + 2F (M, N ).
(S49)
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Now, we simply
√ need
√ to provide a state ρ that saturates this inequality. Taking advantage of the singular
√ value
√ decomposition of M N = U0 SU1 (where S is a diagonal matrix of real, non-negative numbers and TrS = || M N ||1 )
we deﬁne V = U1† U0† and
√
√
√
√
(S50)
K = M + N + MV † N + NV M.
√
√
Note that K > 0 since K = L† L for L = M + V † N . It is easy to verify that
√ 
√ 
√ √
√
√
(S51)
Tr M V † N = Tr N V M = TrS = || M N ||1 = F (M, N ),
which implies that

TrK = TrM + TrN + 2F (M, N )
p
√ √
√
√
To calculate F (M, K) = || M K||1 = Tr
M K M note that
√
√
√
√
√ √
√ √
MK M = M2 + MN M + MV † N M + M NV M
= M2 +
= M+

U0 S 2 U0† +
2
U0 SU0† .

M U0 SU0†

+

U0 SU0† M

(S52)

(S53)
(S54)
(S55)

Therefore, F (M, K) = TrM + F (M, N ) and similarly F (N, K) = TrN + F (M, N ). Since
√ √
√ √ √
√
F (αA, B) = || αA B||1 = α|| A B||1 = αF (A, B)

(S56)

we can deﬁne ρ = K/TrK which satisﬁes
F (M, ρ) + F (N, ρ) =

F (M, K) + F (N, K) p
√
= TrM + TrN + 2F (M, N )
TrK

(S57)

and saturates the bound (S49).
Now taking the above lemma and setting M = σ0 and N = σ1 allows us to solve the maximization in (S40). We
obtain the following result.
Lemma S4. For any cq state ρXB = |0ih0 | ⊗ σ0 + |1ih1 | ⊗ σ1 where X is binary,

Hmax (X|B) = log 1 + 2F (σ0 , σ1 ) .
(S58)

Finally we relate the ﬁdelity in (S58) to the trace distance in the guessing probability (S38) with the following
lemma.
Lemma S5. Let M, N > 0 be two positive semi-deﬁnite operators. Then we have
√ √
||M − N ||21 + 4|| M N ||21 6 (TrM + TrN )2 .
(S59)
√
√
P
Proof. Let |Ωi = k |ki|ki and consider |ψM i = ( M ⊗ 11)|Ωi and |ψN i = ( N ⊗ U )|Ωi, where U is a unitary. It is
easy to verify that
√ √
√ √
(S60)
hψM |ψN i = hΩ| M N ⊗ U |Ωi = Tr( M N U T ),
† †
T
where T denotes the transpose in
√ the
√ standard basis. By choosing U = U2 U1 ,√where
√ U1 and U2 come from the
singular value decomposition of M N = U1 SU2 we obtain hψM |ψN i = TrS = || M N ||1 . Let Tr2 denote partial
trace over the second subsystem. It is easy to check that Tr2 |ψM ihψM | = M and Tr2 |ψN ihψN | = N . Since the trace
norm is non-increasing under the partial trace we have

||M − N ||1 6 |ψM ihψM | − |ψN ihψN | .
1

(S61)

The rank of the Hermitian matrix H = |ψM ihψM | − |ψN ihψN | is at most 2 and let us denote the non-zero eigenvalues
by λ1 and λ2 . It is easy to verify that
λ1 + λ2 = TrH = hψM |ψM i − hψN |ψN i,
2
2
λ21 + λ22 = TrH 2 = hψM |ψM i + hψN |ψN i − 2|hψM |ψN i|2 .

(S62)
(S63)
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Since λ1 λ2 = 21 (λ1 + λ2 )2 − (λ21 + λ22 ) = |hψM |ψN i|2 − hψM |ψM ihψN |ψN i, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality ensures
that λ1 λ2 6 0. As H is Hermitian, we have ||H||1 = |λ1 | + |λ2 | and since the eigenvalues have opposite signs we can
write it as
p
(S64)
||H||1 = |λ1 − λ2 | = (λ1 − λ2 )2 .
Expanding the square gives

(λ1 − λ2 )2 = λ21 + λ22 − 2λ1 λ2
2
2
= hψM |ψM i + hψN |ψN i − 2|hψM |ψN i|2 + 2hψM |ψM ihψN |ψN i − 2|hψM |ψN i|2
2
= hψM |ψM i + hψN |ψN i − 4|hψM |ψN i|2 ,

(S65)
(S66)
(S67)

which combined with (S64) implies

|ψM ihψM | − |ψN ihψN |

1

=

q

2
hψM |ψM i + hψN |ψN i − 4|hψM |ψN i|2

q
√ √
= (TrM + TrN )2 − 4|| M N ||21 .

Combining Lemmas S4 and S5 gives the following result.
Lemma S6. For any cq state ρXB where X is binary,


q
2
Hmax (X|B) 6 log 1 + 1 − [2pguess (X|B) − 1] .
Proof. Apply Lemma S5 to the subnormalized states σ0 and σ1 appearing in Lemma S4 to give
√ √
kσ0 − σ1 k21 + 4k σ0 σ1 k21 6 1.
√ √
Since || σ0 σ1 ||1 = F (σ0 , σ1 ) combining this inequality with (S58) and (S38) gives the desired inequality.
III.

(S68)
(S69)

(S70)

(S71)

HYBRID OF PREDICTIVE AND RETRODICTIVE SCENARIOS
A.

Introduction

In the main text we discussed how to derive WPDRs from preparation and measurement uncertainty relations, which
respectively deal with predicting the future and retrodicting the past. In this section we show that our framework
can also be applied to scenarios that involves a hybrid (or mixture) of prediction and retrodiction.
Let us ﬁrst mention a motivating example from the literature for when this hybrid situation can arise. Ref. [10]
considered a simple yet insightful scenario involving a MZI where both beamsplitters BS1 and BS2 (see, e.g., Fig. S6)
may be asymmetric. Since BS1 is asymmetric, the experimenter has prior knowledge about which path the photon
will take. Since BS2 is asymmetric, the experimenter can use the ﬁnal measurement outcome of which detector clicked
to help retrodict which path the photon took. Ref. [10] formulated a WPDR for this scenario, and by the end of this
section it will be clear that this falls under our framework. But let us develop the general idea ﬁrst.
B.

General treatment of hybrid scenario

To treat the hybrid case we will consider our retrodictive framework (discussed in the Methods) and add in the
possibility of pre-experiment information about which path the quanton will take. Recall that, in the retrodictive
case, we introduced a qubit register Q′ that is maximally entangled to the quanton S at time t1 , the time just after
the quanton enters the interferometer. More precisely Q′ is maximally entangled to the interfering subspace Q of S.
The purpose of Q′ is to store a record of the quanton’s properties at time t1 , so that when the quanton evolves and
changes over time, we can still go back to Q′ to ask about the quanton’s properties at the earlier time.
The fact that we chose a maximally entangled state is connected to the fact that there is no prior knowledge about
the path the quanton will take. But now we are relaxing that assumption, so we will consider a partially entangled
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(1)

state. It is useful to think of this partially entangled state as arising from taking the physical state ρS at time t1 ,
and then applying an isometry Vc that copies the which-path information and stores it in Q′ . This isometry expands
the Hilbert space, mapping S to Q′ S as follows:
Vc =

1
X
j=0

|jiQ′ ⊗ |jihj|S ,

(1)

(1)

ρQ′ S := Vc ρQ Vc† .

(S72)

There is a minor technical detail in (S72) that is irrelevant to the MZI but becomes relevant, e.g., in the Franson
(1)
interferometer. Namely, in (S72), instead of using the initially-prepared state ρS , which may have support outside
(1)
of the interfering subspace Q, we use the projected and renormalized state ρQ , deﬁned as
(1)

(1)

ρQ := N1 · (ΠρS Π),

(1)

with N1 := 1/Tr(ΠρS ),

and Π = |0ih0| + |1ih1|.

(S73)

As discussed in the Methods section, the physical motivation behind this projection is that it corresponds to the
(1)
experimenter post-selecting on the interfering portion of the data. Note that if ρQ is a pure state from the XY plane
√
(1)
of the Bloch sphere (i.e., of the form (|0i + eiφ |1i)/ 2), then ρQ′ S is maximally entangled and then we are just back
to the retrodictive case discussed in the Methods. The generality in the present treatment comes from the fact that
(1)
ρQ is arbitrary.
As in the Methods, we treat the dynamics after time t1 very generally by saying that some quantum operation [44]
(completely positive trace non-increasing map) denoted A acts on system S, mapping S to the joint system E1 E2 .
The output system does not contain S because the quanton is eventually detected by a detector, at which point we are
no longer interested in discussing the quanton’s spatial degree of freedom quantum mechanically; we only care where
it was detected. The map A corresponds to a particular detection event; for concreteness let us say that detector D0
clicking is the associated detection event. The probability for this event is the trace of the state after the action of
A, and upon renormalizing we arrive at the ﬁnal state
(1)

0
ρD
Q′ E1 E2

:=

(I ⊗ A)(ρQ′ S )
(1)

Tr[(I ⊗ A)(ρQ′ S )]

.

(S74)

To derive WPDRs for the hybrid scenario, we apply the our main uncertainty relation, Eq. (5) from the main text,
0
to the state ρD
Q′ E1 E2 .
Consider the following important special case, where the map A involves two sequential steps. First there is
interaction between S and an environment F inside the interferometer between times t1 and t2 , which corresponds
(2)
(1)
to feeding S through a channel E, mapping S to SF , obtaining the state ρQ′ SF = (I ⊗ E)(ρQ′ S ). Second, system S
is detected at the interferometer output, say at detector D0 , which we can model as a map B(·) = TrS [C0 (·)], where
C0 is the POVM element (acting on S at time t2 ) associated with detector D0 clicking. Hence we choose A = B ◦ E,
giving the (renormalized) state:
(2)

0
ρD
Q′ F

:=

TrS (C0 ρQ′ SF )
(2)

Tr(C0 ρQ′ SF )

.

(S75)

0
Now applying our main uncertainty relation to the state ρD
Q′ F and choosing E2 to be trivial and E1 = F gives

Hmin (ZQ′ |F )ρD0 + min Hmax (WQ′ )ρD0 > 1,
W ∈XY

(S76)

where the subscript ρD0 means evaluating the entropy on the state in (S75) and the subscript Q′ is used to emphasize
that the observables Z and W refer to system Q′ .
At this point we must remark on the physical meaning of a relation such as (S76). In the special where the state
(1)
ρQ′ S was maximally entangled, as considered in the main text, we noted that (S76) can be interpreted as a joint
measurement relation. This is because a maximally entangled state is special in that it maps observables on register
Q′ to the transpose observables on the system of interest. However this interpretation is lost once we relax the form
(1)
of ρQ′ S , so we can no longer interpret (S76) as a joint measurement relation, in the general case. Rather, one can
think of (S76) as a hybrid between a preparation and measurement uncertainty relation.
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register Q′
copy Z

|0i

BS1

measure Z
D0
BS2

F
φ

D1
t1

t2

FIG. S6: In the case, e.g., where both BS1 and BS2 are asymmetric beam splitters, the distinguishability (denoted DQ′ in the
text) can be measured as follows. The experimenter can copy the which-path information at time t1 to a register Q′ (e.g., Q′
may be the photon’s polarisation) via a controlled-not gate. Then the experimenter can measure the observable on Q′ that
encodes the which-path information and estimate the probability of correctly guessing this measurement’s outcome.

Regardless, (S76) can be written in the traditional WPDR form. First we note that the isometry Vc in (S72) maps
the which-path observable Z of Q onto the corresponding Z observable of Q′ . So the observable ZQ′ is eﬀectively the
which-path observable, and we can deﬁne path distinguishability by
DQ′ := 2pguess (ZQ′ |F )ρD0 − 1,

or in other words, Hmin (ZQ′ |F )ρD0 = 1 − log(1 + DQ′ ).

(S77)

Note that DQ′ is a generalization of the input distinguishability Di deﬁned in the main text. Experimentally measuring
DQ′ involves the procedure shown in Fig. S6 for the special case of the MZI. That is, the experimenter perfectly copies
the which-path information to a register and then measures the register. Note that a register is necessary in this case
since other procedures to measure distinguishability discussed in the main text - such as removing the second beam
splitter or randomly inserting a blocker in one arm - would not capture the inherent which-path asymmetry associated
with both beam splitters.
Moving onto the which-phase observable W , we prove a general and powerful lemma that the second term in (S76)
corresponds precisely to the fringe visibility V. Let us remind the reader that the latter is given by
V=

D0
0
pD
max − pmin
D0
0
pD
max + pmin

(S78)

D0
D0
0
0
where pD0 is the probability for the quanton to be detected at detector D0 , pD
, and pD
.
max = maxφ p
min = minφ p
To establish this connection, we need to restrict the form of the channel ES = TrF ◦ E acting on the quanton such
that ES is path preserving. We emphasize that the following lemma is a generalization of Lemma 2 from the main
text and hence its proof implies Lemma 2. See the next subsection for the proof.
Lemma S7. Consider any binary interferometer. Let ES = TrF ◦ E denote the quantum channel describing the
quanton’s interaction with the environment F inside the interferometer between times t1 and t2 , and let G(·) =
Π(·)Π denote the map that projects onto the subspace Π = |0ih0| + |1ih1|. Suppose that ES is path-preserving, i.e.,
ES (|0ih0|) = |0ih0| and ES (|1ih1|) = |1ih1| and furthermore suppose that ES commutes with G, i.e., G ◦ ES = ES ◦ G.
Then
p
min Hmax (WQ′ )ρD0 = log(1 + 1 − V 2 ),
(S79)
W ∈XY

D0
0
where Hmax (WQ′ ) is evaluated for the state ρD
Q′ = TrF (ρQ′ F ) from (S75).
Now making the assumption in Lemma S7 regarding the form of the interaction ES allows us to rewrite (S76), using
(S77) and (S79), as follows:
2
2
DQ
6 1.
′ + V

(S80)

This WPDR holds for generic binary interferometers.
Ref. [10] derived a WPDR similar to (S80) but for the special case of a MZI where both BS1 and BS2 are possibly
asymmetric. They restricted to interactions with the environment F that had the form of a controlled-unitary, which
are path-preserving and hence are included in the class of dynamics that we assumed to derive (S80). Of course (S80)
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applies very generally to binary interferometers, but it can be applied to the MZI (note that Q = S in the MZI case)
where both BS1 and BS2 are asymmetric. Thus, we ﬁnd that the result in Ref. [10] can be understood as an entropic
uncertainty relation, namely a special case of (S76) [from which we derived (S80)]. To be more precise, Ref. [10] also
generalized their relation to allow for non-optimal strategies for measuring F ; we do not treat this generalization here.
We believe the most important conceptual advance of Ref. [10] was to prove a WPDR that applies to a scenario that
- in our language - is a hybrid of preparation and measurement uncertainty. What we have emphasized in this section
is that our framework naturally extends to this hybrid scenario.

C.

Proof of Lemma S7 (generalized version of Lemma 2)

To prove Lemma S7 we will make use of the following lemma.
Lemma S8. Let Q be a qubit quantum channel, i.e., whose input and output are operators on a 2-dimensional Hilbert
space, and suppose that Q(|jihj|) = |jihj| for j = 0, 1. Likewise let Rφ be a qubit quantum channel whose action is
given by
Rφ (·) = Uφ (·)Uφ† ,

with Uφ = |0ih0| + eiφ |1ih1|.

(S81)

Then, for any φ, Q and Rφ commute, i.e., Rφ ◦ Q = Q ◦ Rφ .
Proof. Since Q is unital and furthermore preserves the Z-basis, its action on the Bloch sphere can only involve
a rotation Rθ about the Z-axis composed with a shrinking S of the Bloch sphere, and this shrinking must be
cylindrically symmetric about the Z-axis (see, e.g., Ref. [46]). The rotation Rθ obviously commutes with the rotation
Rφ , and likewise Rφ commutes with the shrinking S due to the cylindrically symmetry of S.
Now we prove Lemma S7, which relates the fringe visibility to the max-entropy of the which-phase observable in
our “hybrid” framework. Lemma S7 generalizes Lemma 2 from the main text, which is the corresponding result for
our retrodictive framework.
Proof. In the formula for V in (S78), the notation


(2) 
pD0 = Tr C0 Rφ (ρQ )

(S82)

refers to the probability for detector D0 to click when the quanton’s state at time t2 (the time just before the phase-shift
(2)
φ is applied) is ρQ . This state was deﬁned in Eq. (25) of the Methods section as
(2)

(2)

ρQ = N2 · (ΠρS Π),

(2)

with N2 := 1/Tr(ΠρS ),

(S83)

which notes that the experimenter post-selects on the interfering subspace, associated with projector Π. Deﬁning
C̃0 := ΠC0 Π and taking the maximum of (S82) over φ gives


(2)
0
pD
max = N2 max Tr C̃0 Rφ (ΠρS Π)
φ



(1)
= N2 max Tr C̃0 Rφ (ΠES (ρS )Π)
φ



(1)
= N2 max Tr C̃0 Rφ (ES (ΠρS Π))
φ


(1) 
= (N2 /N1 ) max Tr C̃0 Rφ (ES (ρQ ))
φ


= (N2 /N1 )f φb ,


(1) 
where f (φ) := Tr C̃0 Rφ (ES (ρQ )) ,

(S84)
(S85)
(S86)
(S87)
(S88)

and we use φb to denote that phase that maximises f (φ). Now, by thinking of f (φ) as the inner product between two
vectors in the Bloch sphere, one can see that the phase φ that minimizes f (φ) is 180 degrees added to the phase that
maximizes it. So we have

0
b
pD
(S89)
min = (N2 /N1 ) min f (φ) = (N2 /N1 )f φ + π .
φ
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Hence from (S78) we compute the fringe visibility to be

f φb − f
V=

f φb + f

Now consider the left-hand side of (S79), which we write as


φb + π
.
φb + π

(S90)

q


2
min Hmax (WQ′ )ρD0 = log 1 + 1 − VQ
′ ,

(S91)

W ∈XY

which deﬁnes the visibility-like quantity VQ′ , andPultimately we wish to show that VQ′ = V. The formula for the
√
unconditional max-entropy is Hmax ({pj }) = 2 log j pj , which implies that


q
2
Hmax (WQ′ )ρD0 = log 1 + 1 − (2 Pr(w+ )ρD0 − 1)
(S92)
0
where Pr(w+ )ρD0 := hw+ |ρD
Q′ |w+ i. Comparing (S91) with (S92), we see that

(S93)

VQ′ = 2 max Pr(w+ )ρD0 − 1.
W ∈XY

0
Using the formula for the state ρD
Q′ in (S75), we have

(2)

Pr(w+ )ρD0 =

hw+ |TrS (C0 ρQ′ S )|w+ i
(2)

Tr(C0 ρS )

(1)

=

TrQ′ S [(|w+ ihw+ | ⊗ C0 ) · (I ⊗ ES )(Vc ρQ Vc† )]
(2)

Tr(C0 ρS )

.

(S94)

√
Now let |w+ i = (|0i + eiφ |1i)/ 2 = Uφ |+i, and let us maximise (S94) over all W in the XY plane, which corresponds
to maximising over φ. Noting that the denominator on the right-hand side of (S94) is independent of W , we have
max Pr(w+ )ρD0 =

W ∈XY

=
=
=
=

1

(1)

max TrS [C0 · ES (TrQ′ ((|w+ ihw+ | ⊗ 11S )Vc ρQ Vc† ))]

(2)
Tr(C0 ρS ) W ∈XY

1

(1)

(2)
Tr(C0 ρS )

max TrS [C0 · ES (TrQ′ ((Uφ |+ih+|Uφ† ⊗ 11S )Vc ρQ Vc† ))]

1

φ

(1)

(2)

2Tr(C0 ρS )
1
(2)
2Tr(C0 ρS )

1
(2)
2Tr(C0 ρS )

max TrS [C0 · ES (Uφ† ρQ Uφ )]
φ

(1)

max TrS [C0 · Rφ (ES (ρQ ))]
φ


f φb ,

(S95)
(S96)
(S97)
(S98)
(S99)

(1)

(1)

where (S98) invoked Lemma S8. Next, using the fact that ρS = Rφ (ρS ) is diagonal in the standard basis, and
(1)
(1)
(1)
furthermore that ρQ + Rπ (ρQ ) = 2ρS , we have




(1)
(1) 
(2)
(1)
(1) 
(ρQ )) = f φb + f φb + π .
2Tr(C0 ρS ) = 2Tr(C̃0 ES (ρS )) = 2Tr C̃0 ES (Rφb(ρS )) = Tr C̃0 ES (Rφb(ρQ ) + Rφ+π
b
(S100)
Combining (S93), (S99), and (S100) gives
VQ′ =

2f φb




 − 1,
f φb + f φb + π

(S101)

which is equivalent to the formula in (S90), and hence completes the proof.
IV.

ENHANCED VISIBILITY

In this section, we consider two examples from the literature, Ref. [11] and [12], of WPDRs where the visibility
is enhanced by utilizing a portion of the environment. This corresponds to system E2 being non-trivial in our main
WPDR, Eq. (5) from the main text. We show how both literature results ﬁt into our framework.
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A.

Quantum erasure

1.

Results of Ref. [11]

Ref. [11] derived some WPDRs in which the visibility is enhanced by conditioning on a measurement on the
environment. This scenario is called quantum erasure since it aims to erase the which-path information stored in the
environment. Here we show that this scenario can be treated in our framework, and hence, that the main results of
[11] can be viewed as entropic uncertainty relations.
Ref. [11] considered interferometers that can be modeled as a qubit, which are slightly less general than our notion
of binary interferometers, where the interfering subspace is a qubit living inside a larger space. While it should be
clear that the treatment can be extended to binary interferometers, for simplicity we will present the treatment as in
Ref. [11], as follows.
(1)
Suppose the qubit system of interest Q is initially in state ρQ at time t1 (see, e.g., Fig. 1 from the main text).
(2)

(1)

Ref. [11] allowed the system Q to interact with an environment F resulting in a bipartite state ρQF = Eint (ρQ ) at
time t2 , and
Pthen an observable Γ on system F is measured. We can represent Γ as a set of orthogonal projectors
{Γk } with k Γk = 11F . (We do not lose generality by assuming the Γk are projectors instead of arbitrary positive
operators, since system F is arbitrary and any POVM can be thought of as a projective measurement on an enlarged
Hilbert space.) Obtaining outcome k leaves system Q in the conditional state
(2)

ρQ,k =


1
(2) 
TrF (11Q ⊗ Γk )ρQF ,
gk


(2) 
with gk := Tr (11Q ⊗ Γk )ρQF .

(S102)

One can deﬁne the path predictability and fringe visibility associated with this conditional state as
Pk := 2pguess (Z)k − 1

(S103)

Vk :=

(S104)

0
pD
max,k
0
pD
max,k

−

+

0
pD
min,k
0
pD
min,k

(2)

where the subscript k just means evaluating the quantity for the state ρQ,k . Ref. [11] now deﬁned the average
predictability and visibility (i.e., averaged over all measurement outcomes) as
P(Γ) :=

X
k

g k Pk ,

V(Γ) :=

X
k

g k Vk .

(S105)

Ref. [11] noted that maximizing P(Γ) over all Γ gives the distinguishability, while they deﬁned a quantity called
“coherence” as the supremum over all Γ of V(Γ), as follows
D = max P(Γ),
Γ

C := sup V(Γ).

(S106)

Γ

They noted the hierarchies P 6 P(Γ) 6 D and V 6 V(Γ) 6 C. The two main results that were highlighted in [11]
were the WPDRs
P(Γ)2 + V(Γ)2 6 1,
2

2

P + C 6 1,

(S107)
(S108)

where (S107) holds for any choice of Γ. Actually, Ref. [11] noted that (S107) implies (S108) by taking the supremum
such that V(Γ) approaches C. So let us focus on proving (S107).
2.

Our treatment

The overall dynamics described above can be separated into three steps:
1. The system Q interacts with an environment F , via CPTP map Eint .
2. System F is measured and the outcome is stored in a register R, via CPTP map Emeas .
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3. The experimenter uses this measurement result to enhance the visibility on system Q (i.e., to sort the data point
into a sub-ensemble and determine the optimal phase shift for that sub-ensemble). This is modelled as a CPTP
map Eenh that couples R to Q.
The overall CPTP map E is a composition of these three maps:
(S109)

E = Eenh ◦ Emeas ◦ Eint .
(2)

(1)

As noted above, the interaction with F results in the state ρQF := Eint (ρQ ). Next, Emeas performs the projective
measurement Γ = {Γk } on system F and stores the outcome in two (redundant) registers R and R′ :
X
(2)
(3)
(2)
ρQRR′ := Emeas (ρQF ) =
(S110)
gk ρQ,k ⊗ |kihk|R ⊗ |kihk|R′
k

where state |ki corresponds to obtaining outcome k from measuring Γ, and the set {|ki} forms an orthonormal basis
on the register Hilbert space. The point of having two registers is that one register will act as system E1 from the
main text - to be used to enhance the distinguishability - while the other will act as system E2 from the main text to be used to enhance the visibility.
For each measurement outcome k, we wish to obtain the full visibility that is available, so we allow the experimenter
to choose the optimal basis Wk in the XY plane of the Bloch sphere for each k. We can think of this as allowing the
experimenter, given the outcome k, to rotate the system Q via a unitary UkZ that is diagonal in the Z basis. Suppose
this unitary is tailored to rotate the optimal basis Wk to the X basis, i.e., X =PUkZ Wk (UkZ )† for each k. Accounting
for all possible values of k, the overall unitary is a controlled unitary Uenh := k UkZ ⊗ |kihk|R where R acts as the
control system. Hence the action of the map that enhances the visibility is:
X
(4)
(3)
(3)
(2)
(2)
(2)
†
ρQRR′ := Eenh (ρQRR′ ) = Uenh ρQRR′ Uenh
=
gk ρ̃Q,k ⊗ |kihk|R ⊗ |kihk|R′ , with ρ̃Q,k := UkZ ρQ,k (UkZ )† . (S111)
k

(4)

Finally, we apply our main WPDR, Eq. (5) from the main text, to the state ρQRR′ . Speciﬁcally we choose E1 = R
and E2 = R′ = R noting that R′ and R are identical copies, giving
(S112)

Hmin (Z|R)ρ(4) + Hmax (X|R)ρ(4) > 1,
(4)

where the subscript ρ(4) emphasizes that the entropy terms are evaluated for the state ρQRR′ , for which X is the basis
that achieves the minimization in minW ∈XY Hmax (W |R).
We now show how our quantum erasure relation in (S112) implies (S107), which in turn implies (S108) as noted
previously. First note that
X

X
X
P(Γ) =
g k Pk =
gk [2pguess (Z)k − 1] = 2
gk pguess (Z)k − 1 = 2pguess (Z|R)ρ(4) − 1,
k

k

k

which implies that
Hmin (Z|R)ρ(4) = − log pguess (Z|R)ρ(4) = 1 − log[1 + P(Γ)].
Next, using the relation (S70) and noting that V(Γ) = 2pguess (X|R)ρ(4) − 1, we have that
p
Hmax (X|R)ρ(4) 6 log(1 + 1 − V(Γ)2 ).

(S113)

(S114)

Substituting (S113) and (S114) into (S112) gives (S107).
We remark that the uncertainty relation (S112) corresponds to the “preparation uncertainty” scenario discussed in
the main text, addressing the question of the predictability of the measurement at the interferometer output. Hence
the results of Ref. [11] are of the preparation uncertainty variety.
B.

Polarization-enhanced visibility and discussion of Ref. [12]
1.

Result of Ref. [12]

The aim of this section is to show that the main result of Ref. [12] can be viewed as, or is a direct consequence
of, the uncertainty relation for the min- and max-entropies, and hence is covered by our framework. Their result is
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a WPDR for a MZI where a fairly general interaction occurs inside the interferometer between the photon’s spatial
degree of freedom Q, its polarization P , and an environment F .
In their WPDR they replaced the usual fringe visibility with a quantity they called generalized visibility with
the motivation that it provides a stronger bound on the path distinguishability (via the WPDR). We will denote
their generalized visibility as VB , where the subscript B refers to the ﬁrst author of Banaszek et al. [12]. (Similarly
we will use DB for their path distinguishability.) Their generalized visibility VB was written in an abstract form;
however, its operational meaning was not stated. Here we give an operational meaning to VB , showing that it is
directly proportional to the guessing probability for the which-phase observable, given the optimal measurement on
the photon’s polarisation P (see below for the precise statement). Hence the visibility is enhanced by gaining further
information from measuring the polarisation.
We remark that enhancing the visibility in this way can be done either in our predictive or retrodictive framework.
In the previous section we discussed Ref. [11], which considered the predictive scenario. On the other hand, it turns
out that Ref. [12] considered the retrodictive (or joint measurement) scenario, where one uses the ﬁnal measurement
outcomes to retrodict the photon’s properties at an earlier time. Thus, taken together, Refs. [11] and [12] nicely
illustrate how visibility can be enhanced in the two diﬀerent scenarios.
Ref. [12] allowed for an interaction to occur within the interferometer coupling Q to P and F . We can model this
as an isometry V that maps states on Q at time t1 to states on the larger system QF P T at time t2 , where T acts
as a purifying system for the overall state. Ref. [12] assumed that V is path-preserving. From V we may deﬁne two
complementary quantum channels
F (·) = TrQP T [V (·)V † ],

Fc (·) = TrF [V (·)V † ],

(S115)

which respectively map Q at time t1 to F (or QP T ) at time t2 . Now, consider the (normalized) conditional states on
the environment at time t2 respectively associated with the |0i and |1i input states on Q:
ρ0F = F (|0ih0|),

ρ1F = F (|1ih1|).

(S116)

The main result of Ref. [12] is a WPDR of the form
2
2
DB
+ VB
6 1,

(S117)
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(S119)

To clarify, Ref. [12] wrote VB in several ways, one of which was VB = max|ψ0 i,|ψ1 i |hψ 0 |ψ 1 i| where the maximisation
is over all puriﬁcations |ψ 0 i and |ψ 1 i of ρ0F and ρ1F respectively. But this form of VB is equivalent to that in (S119)
due to Uhlmann’s theorem (see, e.g., [44]).
2.

Our treatment

We will reinterpret (S117) within the context of the our complementary guessing game discussed in the main text.
In particular let us consider the retrodictive scenario, discussed in the main text, where a sender Bob inputs states
randomly (with equal probability for each state in the ensemble) into the interferometer chosen from one of two
ensembles, Zi = {|0i, |1i} or Wi = {|w± i}. Alice tries to guess which state Bob sent (given that Bob announces which
ensemble he is considering, Zi or Wi ). With this scenario in mind, we can rewrite the path distinguishability as
DB = 2pguess (Zi |F )F − 1

(S120)

where the subscript F refers to the relevant quantum channel. Mathematically speaking, (S120) follows from (S38).
Similarly we give an operational interpretation for VB with the following lemma.
Lemma S9. Let the interaction V be path-preserving, then
VB = max [2pguess (Wi |QP T )Fc − 1]
W ∈XY

(S121)

where pguess (Wi |QP T )Fc denotes the probability of guessing Wi = {|w± i} correctly given the optimal measurement
on the joint system QP T , i.e., the output of the channel Fc .
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See the next subsection for the proof. This says that VB can be interpreted like an input visibility, measuring how
well Alice can distinguish between the diﬀerent Wi states that Bob sends, by doing a measurement on the output
system QP T . In this sense it quantiﬁes how much phase information or wave-like information gets transmitted from
the input Q to the output QP T . This clear operational interpretation sheds light on the meaning on VB , which was
previously only given in an abstract form in [12].
Now we show how (S117) can be recast in terms of the min- and max-entropic uncertainty relation. In the
retrodictive scenario (as discussed in the Methods) we consider the Choi-Jamiołkowski state obtained from applying
V to half of a maximally-entangled state |Φi on Q′ Q,
|ΛiQ′ QF P T = (11 ⊗ V )|Φi.

(S122)

Now we apply the uncertainty relation for the min- and max-entropies to the state |ΛiQ′ QF P T , giving
Hmin (ZQ′ |F )|Λi + min Hmax (WQ′ |QP T )|Λi > 1.
W ∈XY

(S123)

As discussed in the Methods section, the observables ZQ′ and WQ′ on Q′ get mapped to the input ensembles Zi and
Wi on Q (more precisely, one takes the transpose, but this does not matter since we are minimizing W over the XY
plane). Hence (S123) can be rewritten as
Hmin (Zi |F )F + min Hmax (Wi |QP T )Fc > 1,
W ∈XY

(S124)

where it should be clear that (S124) refers to the systems F and QP T after the interaction V , which we emphasise
with the subscripts F and Fc indicating the relevant quantum channels that map the input to the output. Note
that this uncertainty relation is a special case of our main result given in the main manuscript, which can be seen by
choosing:
E1 = F,

E2 = QP T.

(S125)

Also, we remind the reader that (S124) can be interpreted as a joint measurement uncertainty relation in the following
sense. The input ensembles Zi and Wi are used to calibrate the measurement apparatus, i.e., to assess how well it
can measure Z and W . Equation (S124) says the output of the apparatus, QF P T , cannot provide full information
about both the Z and W observables on the input.
To show that (S124) implies (S117) we use the relations
Hmin (Zi |F )F = 1 − log(1 + DB ),
q
2 ),
min Hmax (Wi |QP T )Fc 6 log(1 + 1 − VB

W ∈XY

(S126)
(S127)

where (S126) follows from the relation between the min-entropy and the guessing probability, and (S127) follows from
combining Lemmas S6 and S9. Inserting these into (S124) gives (S117). This shows that the main result of [12] is an
entropic uncertainty relation in disguise, following directly from (S124).

3.

Proof of Lemma S9

We ﬁrst note that the formula in (S121) can be rewritten as
VB = max [2pguess (WQ′ |QP T )|Λi − 1]
W ∈XY

(S128)

where pguess (WQ′ |QP T )|Λi denotes the probability of correctly guessing the observable W on system Q′ given the
optimal measurement on QP T , for the state |Λi in (S122). Now to prove (S128), we apply (S129) in the following
lemma, noting that the state |Λi in (S122) has the special form assumed in this lemma since V is path-preserving.
Lemma S10. Let |ΨiABC be a tripartite pure state such that the reduced state on A and B is classical-quantum:
ρAB = |0ih0 | ⊗ σ0 + |1ih1 | ⊗ σ1 , where σ0 and σ1 are subnormalized such that Trσ0 + Trσ1 = 1. Let W correspond
to the outcome of a projective measurement in the XY plane performed on A. Then it holds that
√ √
2|| σ0 σ1 ||1 = 2pguess (W |C)|ψi − 1.

(S129)
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Proof. Since the quantity pguess (W |C) is invariant under unitaries on C we can choose |ΨiABC to be an arbitrary
puriﬁcation of ρAB . We ﬁnd it convenient to split up C into C1 and C2 which purify B and A, respectively:
(S130)

|ΨiABC1 C2 = |0iA |ψσ0 iBC1 |0iC2 + |1iA |ψσ1 iBC1 |1iC2 .
Without loss of generality the two orthonormal basis states associated with W can be written as

1 
|w± i = √ |0i ± eiθ |1i ,
2

(S131)

where θ ∈ [0, 2π] is a parameter. Performing the measurement of W leads to the following cq state

1
ρW BC1 C2 = |w+ ihw+ |W ⊗ |ψσ0 ihψσ0 |BC1 ⊗ |0ih0 |C2 + eiθ |ψσ0 ihψσ1 |BC1 ⊗ |0ih1 |C2
2


+ e−iθ |ψσ1 ihψσ0 |BC1 ⊗ |1ih0 |C2 + |ψσ1 ihψσ1 |BC1 ⊗ |1ih1 |C2

1
+ |w− ihw− |W ⊗ |ψσ0 ihψσ0 |BC1 ⊗ |0ih0 |C2 − eiθ |ψσ0 ihψσ1 |BC1 ⊗ |0ih1 |C2
2


− e−iθ |ψσ1 ihψσ0 |BC1 ⊗ |1ih0 |C2 + |ψσ1 ihψσ1 |BC1 ⊗ |1ih1 |C2 .

√ √
It is easy to verify that TrB |ψσu ihψσv |BC = ( σu σv )C for u, v ∈ {0, 1}. Therefore, we get


√ √
√ √
1
ρW C1 C2 = |w+ ihw+ | ⊗ σ0 ⊗ |0ih0 | + eiθ σ0 σ1 ⊗ |0ih1 | + e−iθ σ1 σ0 ⊗ |1ih0 | + σ1 ⊗ |1ih1 |
2


√ √
√ √
1
+ |w− ihw− | ⊗ σ0 ⊗ |0ih0 | − eiθ σ0 σ1 ⊗ |0ih1 | − e−iθ σ1 σ0 ⊗ |1ih0 | + σ1 ⊗ |1ih1 | .
2

(S132)

(S133)

Using the relation between the guessing probability and the trace distance from (S38), it is straightforward to ﬁnd:
√ √
√ √
2pguess (W |C)|ψi − 1 = eiθ σ0 σ1 ⊗ |0ih1 | + e−iθ σ1 σ0 ⊗ |1ih0 |
√ √
= 2|| σ0 σ1 ||1

1

(S134)

It is worth noting that the phase θ does not appear in (S134), i.e., all measurements in the XY plane lead to the
same guessing probability.
V.

TESTING COHERENCE IN A QUANTUM BEAM SPLITTER
A.

Quantities sensitive to coherence

Here we further elaborate on the treatment of the quantum beam splitter (QBS) depicted in Fig. 5 of the main
text. The QBS is modelled as a controlled-unitary, whose form is
 √

√
R
1√
−R
UP Q = |HihH|P ⊗ 11S + |V ihV |P ⊗ U (R), with U (R) = √
.
(S135)
1−R − R
Here the photon’s polarisation P in the {|Hi, |V i} basis determines whether one applies the transformation associated
with a (classical) beam splitter with reﬂection coeﬃcient R. If P is fed in as a superposition of the {|Hi, |V i} basis
states then the beam splitter is said to be “quantum”.
Our main goal in what follows is to show that our novel WPDR stated in the main text:
(DiP )2 + V 2 6 1

(S136)

captures the coherence of the beam splitter, whereas a weaker WPDR:
Di2 + V 2 6 1

(S137)

does not. Here the diﬀerent distinguishabilities are
Di = 2pguess (Zi )D0 − 1,

DiP

= 2pguess (Zi |P )D0 − 1,

(S138)
(S139)
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FIG. S7: Plot of Di , DiP,dec , and DiP as a function of α, for R = 0.4.

where P in (S139) refers to the ﬁnal polarization after the QBS. For simplicity, we will neglect any interaction with
an external environment F in what follows, and hence conditioning these distinguishabilities on F is not necessary.
(Since we are interested in demonstrating that (S136) can capture coherence, it suﬃces to demonstrate it for a special
case where F plays no role.)
For comparison, we will also deﬁne “decohered” versions of Di and DiP , Didec and DiP,dec respectively, where the
(2)
latter correspond to feeding in a decohered version of the polarization state ρP , i.e., feeding in the corresponding
(2)
(2)
classical mixture of |Hi and |V i rather than a coherent superposition. Precisely this means replacing ρP with Z(ρP )
where Z(·) = |HihH|(·)|HihH| + |V ihV |(·)|V ihV | is the quantum channel that decoheres the polarization state.
The ﬁrst noteworthy point is that Di = Didec , hence measuring Di does not reveal the coherence in the QBS. This
is because Di is not conditioned on P , so we evaluate it on the reduced state obtained from tracing over P . But
(2)
tracing over P removes any dependence on the oﬀ-diagonal elements of ρP in {|Hi, |V i} basis, since the unitary UP Q
is controlled by the {|Hi, |V i} basis.
On the other hand we show that, in general, DiP 6= DiP,dec , so DiP has the potential to reveal coherence. We also
remark that the following hierarchy holds in general:
Di 6 DiP,dec 6 DiP .

(S140)

The ﬁrst inequality holds because Di = Didec and conditioning on P can never decrease the guessing probability. The
second inequality holds because the decoherence operation Z(·) commutes with UP Q and hence can be viewed as
restricting the class of measurements over which one optimizes to evaluate the guessing probability.
(2)
For simplicity, let us consider a one-parameter family of input states ρP = |αihα| with |αi := cos α|Hi + sin α|V i,
which also happens to be the family considered in Ref. [34] (see the next subsection). Thus, we have an open
interferometer when α = 0 and a closed one when α = 90 deg. For such states the visibility becomes
p
V = 2 R(1 − R) sin2 (α).
(S141)
Likewise, solving for the diﬀerent distinguishabilities (see below for derivation) gives:
Di = |1 − 2(sin2 α)(1 − R)|,

DiP,dec

= 1 − (sin2 α) · (1 − |2R − 1|),
q
DiP = 1 − 4R(1 − R)(sin4 α).

(S142)
(S143)
(S144)

Clearly these formulas indicate that, in general, DiP 6= DiP,dec , hence showing that DiP reveals coherence. We can see
a clear distinction between these distinguishabilities in Fig. S7, which considers the case of R = 0.4.
B.

Discussion of Ref. [34]

We remark that DiP could be measured using polarization-resolving detection at the interferometer output, as in
Fig. 5 of the main text, assuming one chooses the optimal polarization basis to measure. (See below where we explicitly
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FIG. S8: For R = 0.5, we plot (A) V, Di , and V + Di ; (B) V 2 , Di2 , and V 2 + Di2 ; and (C) V 2 , (DiP )2 , and V 2 + (DiP )2 . Notice
that V 2 + (DiP )2 = 1, showing that our novel WPDR is perfectly tight.

solve for the optimal polarization basis to measure.) We note that the setup in Ref. [34] has polarization-resolving
detectors, and hence could measure DiP . However, the procedure outlined in [34] for measuring distinguishability
corresponds to measuring our Di . Figure S8 shows our theoretical predictions for the situation in [34], corresponding
to R = 0.5. At ﬁrst sight our predictions appear to disagree with [34] in the sense that our Fig. S8B, which plots V 2 ,
Di2 , and V 2 + Di2 , looks very diﬀerent from the corresponding plot of these quantities in Fig. 4 of [34]. An explanation
for the disagreement is that [34] may have actually plotted V, Di , and V + Di in their Fig. 4. Indeed, their Fig. 4 looks
similar to our predictions for V and Di in Fig. S8A, and we have V + Di = 1 which is consistent with their Fig. 4. The
authors of [34] have conﬁrmed that their Fig. 4 plotted visibility and distinguishability as opposed to their squares
[47]. We emphasize that this minor issue with their plot does not aﬀect the conclusions of Ref. [34].
Since we predict that V 2 + Di2 can be strictly less than 1, then testing our novel relation V 2 + (DiP )2 6 1 can give
a more stringent test of wave-particle duality. Indeed we show that for the setup in [34], this relation is as strong as
possible, i.e., it is satisﬁed with equality V 2 + (DiP )2 = 1. This is depicted in Fig. S8C.

We remark that Ref. [34] veriﬁed the coherence of their QBS by violating a Bell inequality, which involves verifying
correlations in multiple bases. Our work here shows that one can verify the coherence of a QBS without switching
bases in the experiment. Simply measuring the quantities appearing in our WPDR (S136), in particular DiP , can
verify the coherence of the QBS.
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C.

Derivation of distinguishability formulas

The derivation of Eqs. (S142)-(S144) proceeds as follows. As discussed in the Methods section of the main text,
our retrodictive framework starts with the quanton Q being maximally entangled to a register Q′ , in the state
|ΦiQQ′ = √12 (|00i + |11i). Meanwhile the polarization P enters the QBS in the state |αi := c|Hi + s|V i, where
c = cos α and s = sin α. The action of the QBS, given by UP Q in (S135), results in the state:

U (R)|0iQ |0iQ′ + U (R)|1iQ |1iQ′
|0iQ |0iQ′ + |1iQ |1iQ′
√
√
+ s|V iP ⊗
.
UP Q ⊗ 11Q′ |αiP ⊗ |ΦiQQ′ = c|HiP ⊗
2
2

(S145)

Conditioning on detector D0 clicking corresponds to measuring Q in the standard basis and post-selecting on the
outcome 0. In addition, measuring Q′ to obtain Z gives
0
1
0
ρ̄D
ZP = |0ih0 |Z ⊗ σP + |1ih1 |Z ⊗ σP ,
√




c√2 sc R
0
0
1
where σP0 =
.
and
σ
=
P
0 s2 (1 − R)
sc R s2 R

(S146)
(S147)

Now we compute the distinguishability by using the fact that it is the trace distance between the conditional states.
For the polarization-enhanced distinguishability, this gives:
p
DiP = ||σP0 − σP1 ||1 = c4 + s4 (2R − 1)2 + 2(sc)2 .
(S148)

Decohering σP0 and σP1 before calculating the trace norm leads to the decohered distinguishability:
DiP,dec = c2 + s2 · |2R − 1|.

(S149)

Finally, to calculate the non-enhanced distinguishability we need to trace out the polarization register to get
Di = |TrσP0 − TrσP1 | = |c2 + s2 (2R − 1)|.
D.

(S150)

Measuring DiP

Measuring the polarization-enhanced distinguishability DiP requires polarization-resolving detection at the output
of the interferometer, as in Fig. 5 of the main text. As deﬁned, DiP corresponds to measuring the optimal polarization
basis at the output, i.e., optimally helpful for guessing which path the photon took. We now solve for this optimal
polarization basis. We remark that varying the polarization measurement basis could be accomplished by varying the
angle of a half-wave plate inserted just prior to the PBS’s in Fig. 5 of the main text.
Finding the optimal measurement is simply a two-state discrimination problem on a qubit, and the solution is
well-known [48]. Consider the (unnormalized) conditional states on system P associated with Z = 0 and Z = 1,
respectively denoted σP0 and σP1 and given by Eq. (S147). (Note that both states are conditioned on detector D0
clicking.) From [48], the optimal polarization basis to measure is given by the eigenvectors of the following Hermitian
operator:
OP = σP0 − σP1 .

(S151)

From (S147), we compute that this corresponds to the following polarization observable (represented as a matrix in
the {|Hi, |V i} basis):
√


1
1 − 2(sin2√α)R
(sin 2α) R
b
OP = P
,
(S152)
(sin 2α) R −[1 − 2(sin2 α)R]
Di
where we have normalized the observable (hence the hat symbol) such that it squares to the identity. For example,
choosing R = 0.5 and α = 45 deg (corresponding to an equal superposition of BS2 being “absent” and “present”) gives
√ 

1
1
2
b
√
.
(S153)
OP = √
2 −1
3

